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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNR21JWVIyUWFaTWM?usp=sharingQUESTION 111An engineer is
configuring an autonomous AP for RADIUS authentication. What two pieces of information must be known to configure the AP?
(Choose two.)A. shared secretB. username and passwordC. RADIUS IP addressD. group nameE. PAC encryption
keyAnswer: ACExplanation:You identify RADIUS security servers by their host name or IP address, host name and specific UDP
port numbers, or their IP address and specific UDP port numbers. The combination of the IP address and the UDP port number
creates a unique identifier allowing different ports to be individually defined as RADIUS hosts providing a specific AAA service.
This unique identifier enables RADIUS requests to be sent to multiple UDP ports on a server at the same IP address.
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/sec_usr_rad/configuration/xe-3se/3850/sec-usr-rad-xe
-3se-3850-book/sec-rad-mult-udp-ports.htmlQUESTION 112A wireless engineer want to how many wlPS alerts have been
detected in CISCO Prime. Which tab does the engineer select in the windows dashboard?A. SecurityB. CleanAirC. Context
AwareD. MeshAnswer: AExplanation:Security Index, including the top security issues Security Adaptive WIPSRogue
classification graphRogue containment graphAttacks detectedMalicious, unclassified, friendly, and custom rogue APs CleanAir
securityAdhoc rogues
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/net_mgmt/prime/infrastructure/3-1/user/guide/pi_ug/view-dash.htmlQUESTION 113
You are configuring the social login for a guest network. Which three options are configurable social connectors in Cisco CMX
Visitor Connect? (Choose three)A. LinkedInB. PinterestC. MediumD. Google+E. FacebookF. MyspaceAnswer: ADE
Explanation:In this section we create an example Facebook application that can be used as a social authenticator with a splash page.
While it is possible to use a Google+ app login and/or LinkedIn app, they are not covered as part of this version of the CMX guide.
To get started with a Facebook App, log in to the Facebook developer portal at the following URL with your Facebook
ID:QUESTION 114An engineer is preparing to implement a BYOD SSID at remote offices using local switching and wants to
ensure that Wi-Fi Direct clients can communicate after the SSID is deployed. The engineer is planning on implementing the config
wlan wifldlrect allow 1 command.Which Wi-Fi Direct Policy consideration is applicable?A. Policy is applicable only with central
switched WLANs on FlexConnect APS.B. Policy IS applicable only when P2P is set to disabled.C. Policy is applicable only to
APS in FlexConnect mode only.D. Policy is applicable only on WLANs that have APS in local mode only.Answer: DExplanation:
QUESTION 115An engineer is configuring a wireless network for local FlexConnect authentication.What three configurations are
required for the WLC with WLAN 1 and AP Cisco? (Choose three.)A. config ap flexconnect vlan enable CiscoB. config wlan
flexconnect vlan-central-switching 1 enableC. config ap flexconnect vlan wlan 1 CiscoD. config wlan flexconnect
local-switching 1 enableE. config wlan flexconnect ap-auth 1 enableF. config ap mode flexconnect CiscoAnswer: DEF
Explanation: QUESTION 116Drag and Drop QuestionDrag the EAP Authentication type on the left to the accurate description
provided on the right. Answer: Explanation: QUESTION 117Drag and Drop QuestionA wireless engineer wants to schedule
monthly security reports in Cisco Prime infrastructure. Drag and drop the report the from the left onto the expected results when the
report is generated on the right. Answer: Explanation: QUESTION 118What snmpv3 commands are needed for configure snmp
server?A. snmp-server groupB. snmp group-ID serverC. snmp-server engineIDD. snmp group userE. snmp-server
communityF. snmp-server userAnswer: ACF!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019 Latest 300-375 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE)
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